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Jack has a brave cat called Bobo. Bobo is very good at catching mice. Jack always gives Bobo a fish when Bobo catches a mouse.

One day, Jack wanted to decorate the living room. He decided to draw a picture of mice to do so. There were four mice in the picture, and they looked really real.

The next day, the picture was ready, so Jack hung it on the wall before he went to school. After Jack went out, Bobo woke up. He saw the picture up on the wall. Bobo thought that there were four real mice hiding on the wall. So, Bobo jumped up the wall and bounced on the picture of mice and scratched the picture with all his might. After he realised that the mice were not real, he felt really ashamed, so he hid under the sofa.

Even though Bobo hid under the sofa, he didn’t stop his master, Jack, from finding the picture damaged. After Jack saw Bobo’s ashamed face and the scratched picture, he immediately realised that it was Bobo who had damaged the picture. Jack decided to punish Bobo by not giving him fish. He angrily drew a picture of a tiger to replace the damaged one.

The next day, Bobo saw the picture on the wall. First, he thought that it was not a real tiger, but eventually, he started to wonder that was a real tiger. Then a thought came across his mind.

“What if it’s a real tiger which really wants to eat me?” he asked himself.

After that thought, the silly Bobo became scared and ran to his master’s room to hide from the ‘real’ tiger. When Jack and his mother arrived home, they were surprised to find Bobo hiding in Jack’s room. When Jack’s mother saw the tiger that Jack had drawn, she understood everything. At last, Jack and his mother both cried in unison, “Silly Bobo!”
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